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LESSON PLAN 2
January–February 2018

Level: B1–B2 Time: 45–60 minutes
Topic: Literature: Jack London and White Fang

Lesson Aims
Students will be able to:
• talk about Jack London
• retell the story of White Fang

TEACHERS’ INSTRUCTIONS
Warm Up
2–5 mins

WHITE FANG: INTRODUCTION
Handout Task 1

Activity  Pair Work

4–7 mins Handout Task 2
Activity  Pair Work

Tell students you are going to learn about a famous
writer, but don’t tell them who it is. Distribute
HANDOUT – TASK 1 and tell students to look at
the portrait. Ask them to work in pairs and tick
the words they think will appear in an article about
the writer’s life. They should talk about their reasons
while they do so.

T  Reading

Tell students that you are going to speak about
one of London’s most famous books, White Fang.
You can ask if anybody has read the book and
remembers what it is about. If not, tell them that
the book tells the story of a wolf-dog crossbreed
born in the Yukon. (Make sure students know what
“crossbreed” is.)

When they finish, tell them to put the papers aside
but keep them. Ask if anyone has any guesses about
the writer – who he is, what he’s famous for, when he
lived, etc. – but don’t do feedback yet.

Distribute HANDOUT – TASK 2, which sums up
the beginning of the story. Ask students to work in
pairs and try to put the sentences into the correct
order. Do feedback with the whole class.

READING: JACK LONDON

WHITE FANG: COMIC

10–20 mins MAGAZINE p. 49 Handout Task 1
T  Reading, Speaking Activity  Class Work

 CZ Track 23 / SK Track 19
10–15 mins
MAGAZINE pp. 50–51 Handout Task 3
T  Reading, Listening Activity  Individual Work

Ask students to open the magazine to page 49.
Ask them if they have heard of Jack London, but
don’t start a discussion yet. Tell the class they will
read the article together (only the article about
the author – the blue column on the left). Tell
them that each student should read one sentence
aloud and then the next student should follow with
the next sentence etc. until they have read the whole
article. You can start by reading the title and subtitle.

Tell students that you are going to read and listen to
another part of White Fang’s story. When they open
their magazines on page 50, play them the recording and
let them listen to the story and follow the comic strip.

Then tell them to close the magazines and look
at HANDOUT – TASK 1 again. Read the first word
(“American”) and ask: “Did it appear in the article?” If they
say, yes, ask them: “Do you remember what it referred
to?” Elicit sentences which give information from
the article. Students do not have to remember the exact
sentences from the magazine (e.g. “Jack London is one of
the most popular American authors.”), they just need
to provide correct information (so that sentences such
as “Jack London was an American writer.” are fine too).

Mark one side of the classroom as “True” and
the other side as “False”. Tell students that each
of them should quietly read their sentence, get
up from their chair and move to the “True” side of
the classroom if their sentence is true according to
the comic, or the “False” side if it is false.

After that, tell them to close their magazines and
distribute slips of paper from HANDOUT – TASK 3.
Each student (or each pair, if there are many
students in the class) should get one sentence.

Do feedback. Each student reads their sentence
aloud and the class decides if they were correct
about whether it is true or false. You can ask for
additional information if you need to guide them to
the correct solution.

Continue with the other words in HANDOUT – TASK 1.
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Solutions

WHITE FANG: THE ENDING OF THE STORY
(INTRODUCTION)
5–8 mins HANDOUT Task 4
activity  Pair Work

Task 1
American, ship, homeless, poetry, gold rush,
Canada, frozen, famous, dogs

T  Reading, Gap Fill

Task 2
1B, 2D, 3E, 4C, 5F, 6G, 7A

Ask students to predict how the story will continue (if any have read
the book, ask them to keep it secret for now). Tell the class that they are
going to learn how White Fang’s story continued.
Distribute HANDOUT – TASK 4 and let them work in pairs to fill in
the gaps. They will be mostly filling in grammar items (prepositions,
conjunctions, etc.), so they don’t need any further context.
Do feedback by randomly picking students to read one sentence aloud
each. Make sure students know the meaning of the word “judge”. If you
encounter any grammar issues while doing the feedback, revise them.
Alternatively, you can skip the gap fill and just let students read
the summary on page 49 in the magazine (white box, the part beginning
with “The man who saves White Fang from death is...”).

Task 3
White Fang killed some dogs in the Rocky
Mountains. (TRUE)
Dogs in every village like White Fang. (FALSE)
In Fort Yukon, men enjoy watching White Fang
fighting. (TRUE)
Beauty Smith doesn’t watch the fights between
White Fang and dogs. (FALSE)
Beauty Smith decides to buy White Fang. (TRUE)
Grey Beaver immediately agrees to sell White
Fang. (FALSE)
Beauty Smith makes Grey Beaver drunk. (TRUE)
Beauty Smith buys White Fang. (TRUE)
White Fang turns from a sled dog into a fighting
dog. (TRUE)
White Fang has to fight a bear. (FALSE)
Beauty Smith makes White Fang fight other
wolves. (TRUE)
Beauty Smith hopes to win a lot of money by
letting White Fang fight a bulldog. (TRUE)

WHITE FANG: THE ENDING OF THE STORY (LISTENING)
CZ Track 24 / SK Track 20 HANDOUT Task 5
10–18 mins
T  Listening, Gap Fill activity  Individual Work / Pair Work

Now students are going to learn how White Fang’s story ended. To begin,
just play them the recording and tell them to listen carefully. Then
distribute HANDOUT – TASK 5 and give students time to fill in the gaps.
Do feedback. If there is time, play the recording again and pause at places
where students can hear the correct answers. You can also ask additional
questions. For example:
Why doesn’t Judge Scott trust White Fang?
(because he thinks you can never trust a wolf)

Cherokee is a wolf. (FALSE)
White Fang and Cherokee fight for a long time.
(TRUE)
For a moment it looks like White Fang won
the fight with Cherokee. (FALSE)
Weedon Scott doesn’t want to buy White Fang at
first. (FALSE)
Weedon Scott makes White Fang fight other
dogs, too. (FALSE)
Task 4
1 who/that
2 from
3 to
4 too
5 of
6 with
7 his
8 to
9 set
10 but
Task 5
1C, 2B, 3B, 4C, 5A, 6B

What did Jim Hall do in the prison?
(killed four guards)

Extra Exercise
1 Grey Beaver
2 Weedon Scott
3 Beauty Smith
4 Judge Scott
5 Jim Hall

What does Alice do because she is afraid?
(lets White Fang sleep in the house)
How did White Fang kill Jim Hall?
(he ripped his throat)
What chance does the surgeon give White Fang?
(one in ten thousand, i.e. very small)
How long does it take before White Fang recovers?
(many weeks)
What is White Fang’s new name?
(the Blessed Wolf)
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Handouts
Task 1

Task 2

White Fang: The Beginning of
the Story
Put the sentences that describe the beginning of the book into
the correct order.

The book tells the story of a wolf-dog crossbreed born in
the Yukon...
A He heads north, taking White Fang with him.
B The cub (= young wolf) and his mother are taken in
by Native Americans.
C There is no love between White Fang and Grey
Beaver, only a kind of working partnership, and
the other sled dogs hate him because they can
smell his wolf blood.
D His new owner, a Native American called Grey
Beaver, calls him “White Fang” (“fang” means
“sharp tooth”).

Look at the portrait. What can you guess about this man?
In a minute, you are going to read an article about his life.
It includes about half the words and phrases in the list.
Which ones do you think will appear there? Why?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

American
British
ship
Hollywood
war
car
homeless

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

pilot
poetry
luxurious
gold rush
Mexico
Canada
millionaire

•
•
•
•
•

E When Grey Beaver sells White Fang’s mother,
the cub begins a hard life as a sled dog (= dog
pulling a vehicle that can travel over snow).

frozen
murdered
famous
dogs
scandal

F Because of that, White Fang grows up to be an
aggressive animal.
G When men begin coming to the Yukon in search of
gold, Grey Beaver sees a chance to make money.

Task 3
White Fang killed some dogs in the Rocky Mountains.

White Fang has to fight a bear.

Dogs in every village like White Fang.

Beauty Smith makes White Fang fight other wolves.

In Fort Yukon, men enjoy watching White Fang
fighting.

Beauty Smith hopes to win a lot of money by letting
White Fang fight a bulldog.

Beauty Smith doesn’t watch the fights between
White Fang and dogs.

Cherokee is a wolf.

Beauty Smith decides to buy White Fang.

White Fang and Cherokee fight for a long time.

Grey Beaver immediately agrees to sell White Fang.

For a moment it looks like White Fang won the fight
with Cherokee.

Beauty Smith makes Grey Beaver drunk.

Weedon Scott doesn’t want to buy White Fang at first.

Beauty Smith buys White Fang.

Weedon Scott makes White Fang fight other dogs, too.

White Fang turns from a sled dog into a fighting dog.
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Task 4

Task 5

White Fang: The Ending of the Story
(Introduction)

White Fang: The Ending of
the Story

Read how White Fang’s story continues and fill in the gaps.

The man 1 _____________ saves White Fang 2 _____________
death is an American named Weedon Scott. At first
Weedon thinks he will have 3 _____________ shoot

1 When Weedon brings White Fang to his
home farm, his father, Judge Scott, wants
to ______________ the animal because he
______________ him.

the wolf. He believes that White Fang is 4 _____________

A pet, like

badly injured to live and too ferocious to allow anyone

B sell, doesn’t like

to help him. But then he sees signs 5 _____________

C kill, doesn’t trust

intelligence, and he decides that the wolf might change
2 Judge Scott sent Jim Hall to ______________ but
Jim Hall ______________ .

if treated 6 _____________ love and gentleness. It takes
time for Weedon and 7 _____________ friend Matt to win
White Fang’s trust, but gradually his hatred and anger

A prison, didn’t go there

disappear. When Weedon and Matt decide to return home

B prison, escaped

8 _____________ California, they 9 _____________ the wolf

C court, was set free

free, 10 _____________ White Fang follows them, and
3 ______________ is not afraid of Jim Hall but
______________ is afraid.

Weedon decides to take him home…

A Weedon, his mother Alice

EXTRA EXERCISE

B Judge Scott, Alice

White Fang: Who’s Who?

C Judge Scott, Weedon

Read descriptions of important characters in the books. Can you
remember their names?

4 When White Fang senses a stranger in
the house, he ______________ .

A White Fang’s first master. He is a hard man who has
no love for his animals, but he values White Fang
as a good sled dog and fighter. He eventually sells
White Fang.
_________________________

A continues sleeping
B barks
C attacks without warning

B A powerful but civilized man who represents Jack
London’s ideal of what a man should be. He rescues
White Fang in two ways, first by saving him from
death and then by saving him from savagery (= cruel
and violent behaviour).
_________________________

5 White Fang ______________ Jim Hall and is
______________ .
A kills, seriously hurt
B injures, killed

C A very ugly man, both in looks and personality. He
works hard to get White Fang’s master addicted to
alcohol so he can buy White Fang as a fighting dog. He
treats White Fang with extreme cruelty.
_________________________
D A good man but rather conservative. He does not
think that people – or animals – can change easily.
_________________________

C bites, unhurt
6 At the end, White Fang is ______________ .
A dead and buried
B alive and still with the family
C alive and sent to the wild

E A criminal who escapes from San Quentin jail.
The judge sent him to prison, and when he escapes
he decides to take revenge. Like White Fang, life has
made him into a savage killer.
_________________________
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